
Items from this catalog can be
purchased only from a Hewitt dealer.

For a dealer near you,

call: 800-544-2067
visit: hewitt-roll-a-dock.com

Your Local Hewitt Dealer. Call to Order:

All items in this catalog may be shipped via
UPS, directly to your home, business or cabin!

Offer may not be
available at all
Hewitt dealers.



All items must be ordered
from your local Hewitt dealer.

To find a dealer near you,

Call: 800-544-2067
Visit: hewitt-roll-a-dock.com

Items and prices in this publication are subject to change without notice.

Ask your local dealer for a color
brochure on Hewitt’s other fine
products:

Hydraulic Lifts
Cantilever Boat Lifts
Vertical Lifts
Hefty High-Capacity Lifts
Pontoon Lifts
Canopies
Roll-A-Rails
Sectional Docks
Floating Docks
Roll-A-Docks
Swim Rafts
Benches
Umbrellas
Ladders
Dock Bumpers
Adjustable Steps
Winch Motors
Lift Guides
All-Terrain Adjustable Stairs
Wet-Port
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The Hewitt All-Terrain Staircase is the

perfect solution for areas where a

permanent staircase installation

would be too difficult or costly. The

system's unique design allows it to

be adjusted to almost any terrain or

slope. Customization is easy with

several lengths of modular stair,

landing and rail units available. No

permanent and costly footings are

required. Simply use the optional

landing pads, or pound the support

poles directly into the ground. The

lightweight, corrosion resistant

aluminum construction makes set-up

and take-down a breeze.

• Lightweight aluminum construction

• Adjusts to virtually any terrain

• Steps stay level regardless of slope

• No footings required for installation

Hewitt All-Terrain Staircase System

Ask your Hewitt dealer about
these exciting products:

Hewitt Boat Lift Canopies

Constant exposure to the hot sun, driving wind, and rain can ruin your watercraft from
the inside out. Cracking, fading, and peeling not only harms the look, the comfort, and the
function of your boat, but also the value of your investment.

HEWITT's custom designed aluminum framed canopies are the perfect way to "top-
off" the safety provided by your HEWITT lift.

Available in a variety of great colors, our nylon reinforced vinyl canopies provide years
of beautiful, maintenance-free protection. They're built in many sizes and can be designed
to serve other purposes as well, such as carports, boat slip covers, and rail system covers. If
you have a special canopy need just give us a call.



DOCK Parts &
Accessories

Pages 3-8

Visit or call your local dealer to purchase any of the pieces shown in
this catalog. Your dealer can even ship your order via UPS directly

to your home, business or cabin!

Build your own dock!

Or add accessories to your present dock!

Photos shown above for illustrative purposes only. Some items may not be available.
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NEW FOR 2006

Wake Watcher
Mooring system designed for boats up to 3500 lbs.

$360.00pr part# D1WW

$59.95 part# D1SL



Sectional dock
Add your own decking to our permanent aluminum framed dock system.

4’ x 8’ Frame with 5’ support pipes $279.20 part# DSFRAME5
4’ x 8’ Frame with 8’ support pipes $304.90 part# DSFRAME8

6’ x 8’ Frame with 5’ support pipes $471.35 part# DS6FRAME5
6’ x 8’ Frame with 8’ support pipes $496.50 part# DS6FRAME8

Price includes: Two extruded sides, one 4’ or 6’ cross arm bracket,
Two 11/4” aluminum support pipes and Two aluminum mud plates.

4’ and 6’ Turn Arm Bracket
Used to construct right angles, deck peninsulas, or “L” or “T” sections.

4’ turn bracket only $46.35 part# DS103
6’ turn bracket only $66.20 part# DS113
One 5’ aluminum pipe $20.30 part# DAP5
One 8’ aluminum pipe $32.45 part# DAP8
One aluminum mud plate $21.05 part# DAMUD
4’Turn bracket kit w/5’ pipe $78.75 part# DS1035
4’Turn bracket kit w/8’ pipe $91.70 part# DS1038
6’Turn bracket kit w/5’ pipe $97.05 part# DS1135
6’Turn bracket kit w/8’ pipe $109.35 part# DS1138

Kit price includes: One 4’ or 6’ turn bracket, One 11/4”
aluminum pipe and one aluminum mud plate.

4’ and 6’ End Caps
Closes off dock ends for a more finished look.

4’ Cedar $26.50 part# DS121
4’ Aluminum $41.90 part# DS122
6’ Aluminum $47.10 part# DS6122

Sectional Starter Piece
Keeps front of dock from sinking into sand.

Starter piece    $30.90         part# DS120

Sectional dock system  “For the do-it-yourselfer”

Make your own dock! 4’ or 6’ Aluminum Cross Arm
Support pieces for dock ends.

4’ cross arm only $100.20 part# DS102
6’ cross arm only $128.60 part# DS107
One 5’ aluminum pipe $20.30 part# DAP5
One 8’ aluminum pipe $32.45 part# DAP8
One aluminum mud plate $21.05 part# DAMUD
4’ Cross arm kit with 5’ support pipes $143.70 part# DS1025
4’ Cross arm kit with 8’ support pipes $169.30 part# DS1028
6’ Cross arm kit with 5’ support pipes $172.05 part# DS1075
6’ Cross arm kit with 8’ support pipes $197.70 part# DS1078

Kit price includes: One 4’ or 6’ cross arm bracket, Two 11/4”
aluminum support pipes and Two aluminum mud plates.

Dock Rollers – Allows dock/ramp to
self-adjust to changing water levels.

(pair)    $90.85    part# D1RR
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Vers-A-Dock Corner Pipe Holder

$45.45      part# DV101

Vers-A-Dock Connection Clamp

$15.75      part# DV102

Rail Cross Bar
All aluminum 5’ cross bar 
with 3’ legs and pads.

$110.35           part# LRAL

Buoys

12” Buoy $70.00 part# DBUOY12
18” Buoy w/shackle pocket $110.00 part# DBUOY18
24” Buoy w/shackle pocket $160.00 part# DBUOY24



4’ Bench Umbrella

All aluminum frame and
brackets with hardware
ready to mount. Available
in eight colors: Grey, beige,
blue, white, green, yellow,
orange and teal.

4’ Umbrella
$175.75
part# D1U4

Free Standing Bench
Mounts to any flat surface. All aluminum brackets. Shown with cedar planks.
(Umbrella not included)

Bench bracket kit (w/ bolts, no wood) $156.35 part# D1BFA
4’ treated wood bench kit & bolts $203.60 part# D1BFA4T
8’ treated wood bench kit & bolts $236.65 part# D1BFA8T
4’ cedar wood bench kit & bolts $237.45 part# D1BFA4C
8’ cedar wood bench kit & bolts $318.55 part# D1BFA8C
8’ fiberboards bench kit & bolts $424.25 part# D1BFA8F
4’ aluminum panel (2” x 6”) bench kit & bolts $331.00 part# D1BFA4A
8’ aluminum panel (2” x 6”) bench kit & bolts $445.50 part# D1BFA8A
Bench arm rest with cup holder (each) $53.55 part# D1BAR

Hinged Sea Wall Brackets
For mounting Roll-A-Dock to sea
wall face.

(pair)    $140.60    part# D1SWBHI

Hooked Sea Wall Brackets
Hooks Roll-A-Dock to sea walls up to
41/2” thick. Custom sizes available.

(pair)    $54.10  part# D1SWBH

Sectional Sea Wall Brackets
Mounts sectional docks to sea walls.

(pair)    $36.75    part# D1SWB

All Aluminum Brackets for 4’ wide docks
Bench bracket kit (w/ bolts, no wood) $159.95 part# D1BA
4’ treated wood bench kit & bolts $188.75 part# D1BA4T
8’ treated wood bench kit & bolts $242.85 part# D1BA8T
4’ cedar wood bench kit & bolts $249.00 part# D1BA4C
8’ cedar wood bench kit & bolts $330.15 part# D1BA8C
8’ fiberboards bench kit & bolts $317.20 part# D1BA8F
4’ aluminum panel (2” x 6”) bench kit & bolts $342.60 part# D1BA4A
8’ aluminum panel (2” x 6”) bench kit & bolts $457.10 part# D1BA8A

All Aluminum Brackets for 4’ or 6’ wide docks
Bench bracket kit (w/ bolts, no wood) $194.05 part# D6BA
4’ treated wood bench kit & bolts $213.55 part# D6BA4T
8’ treated wood bench kit & bolts $267.65 part# D6BA8T
4’ cedar wood bench kit & bolts $275.15 part# D6BA4C
8’ cedar wood bench kit & bolts $356.20 part# D6BA8C
8’ fiberboards bench kit & bolts $305.00 part# D6BA8F
4’ aluminum panel (2” x 6”) bench kit & bolts $368.70 part# D6BA4A
8’ aluminum panel (2” x 6”) bench kit & bolts $483.10 part# D6BA8A

Bench arm rest with cup holder (each) $53.55 part# D1BAR

Offset Bench
Saves dock or deck
space. Shown with
fiberboards.

Arm Rest
With cup holder.
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Turn Bracket
Used to attach 4’ x 8’ dock sections
to make 8’ x 8’ or 8’ x 12’ platforms.

Aluminum turn bracket
$15.35 part# D1TA

Steel turn bracket
$15.35 part# D1TS

Double Turn Bracket

$19.85 part# D1TD

Dock Hinges

4’ aluminum heavy duty $357.55 part# D1HINAH
6’ aluminum heavy duty $407.10 part# D6HINAH
4’ galvanized heavy duty $357.55 part# D1HINGH
6’ galvanized heavy duty $407.10 part# D6HINGH
4’ aluminum light duty $150.60 part# D1HINAL



Aluminum Cross Brace Kit
For more stability in muddy or deep water. (complete X)

5’ kit $63.95 part# DS1095
8’ kit $72.80 part# DS108

Aluminum Mud Pads

11/4” standard 13/4” internal dia. $21.05 part# DAMUD
11/2” large 29/16” internal dia. $23.50 part# DAMUDLG

Steel Mud Pads
Dip painted steel.

2” large 2” internal dia. $17.60 part# DSMUDLG

Mud Auger

DB800-standard 15/8” inside diameter (slides over pipe)
$23.75 part# DAMUDP

DB903-medium 17/8” inside diameter (slides over pipe)
$23.75 part# DAMUDPM

DB400-large 2” outside diameter (slides inside pipe)
$23.75 part# DAMUDPLG

Aluminum Shore End Shoes
Keep the front of your dock out of the sand or mud.

Pair of shore end shoes $21.55 part# D1SHOE

DB400

DB800 & DB903

Support Stand Brackets

Steel brackets internal dia. finish bolt holes price part#
2” medium 2” galvanized 2 $22.60 DSBRACM
21/2” large 21/2” plated 3 $38.65 DSBRACLG
31/4” extra large 31/4” plated 3 $36.40 DSBRACXL

Aluminum brackets
11/4” standard 13/4” aluminum 2 $15.35 DABRAC
11/2” large short 21/2” aluminum 2 $20.50 DABRACLG
11/2” large long 21/2” aluminum 3 $30.90 DABRACLGL

Support Stand Pipes (not shown)

11/4” Aluminum
One 5’ pipe $20.30 part# DAP5
One 8’ pipe $32.45 part# DAP8

1” Steel
One 5’ pipe $12.50 part# DSP5
One 8’ pipe $19.95 part# DSP8
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Quick Change Cross Bracing
Add galvanized steel dock leg bracing without
going under water. Fits pipe up to 11/4”.

5’ Pipe to Clamp $72.95 part# DV1035
6’ Pipe to Clamp $72.95 part# DV1036

Post Ratchet
Provides leverage to easily install and remove
pipes with augers. Fits pipe up to 11/2”.

$100.45 part# DAPR

STEEL

ALUMINUM
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Dock Bumpers
Dock bumpers protect your boat from damage and
will not scuff or mar your boat’s finish.

8’ Bumpers
To protect your boat and all around your dock area.

8’ vinyl bumper $30.00 part# D1BU8

Corner & Straight Bumper Sections
Their tough marine grade vinyl and rugged design is
what lets them endure the test of time.

18” straight bumper $13.90 part# D1BUS
20” corner bumper $14.00 part# D1BUC

Blue Post Bumper
Covers poles and brackets.
Includes air valve for added
protection.

$26.00 each    part# D1BUB

End Caps For a safer, better looking dock or lift.

Round Rubber Pipe Caps
1” $3.10 part# D1RC1
11/4” $3.65 part# D1RC1/4
11/2” $3.50 part# D1RC1/2
2” $3.50 part# D1RC2
2 11/16” $3.50 part# D1RC211/16

Square Rubber Caps
11/2” square $3.65 part# D1RC1SQ
2” square $3.65 part# D1RC2SQ
3” square $3.65 part# D1RC3SQ
2” x 5” $3.65 part# D1RC5SQ

Square Plastic Hole Plugs
11/2” square $1.85 part# D1PC1SQ
2” square $1.85 part# D1PC2SQ
3” square $3.70 part# D1PC3SQ

Foam Post Bumper
Also serves as replacement foam for
centering guides.

$11.00 each    part# D1BUF

Bumper Screws
Use to securely fasten bumpers to the dock frame.

Bag of 50 $8.10 part# D1BUSC

36” Adjustable Side Bumpers
Durable plastic bumper with your choice of 
aluminum mounting hardware.

Pipe mount $52.00 part# D1BUVP
Lrg. Pipe mount $52.00 part# D1BUVL
Side mount $52.00 part# D1BUVS
Deck mount $52.00 part# D1BUVD
Sectional mount $52.00 part# D1BUVV

36” Plastic Bumpers
Durable plastic. Mounts to most square poles.

Each with 2” slot $18.00 part# D1BUVP2
Each with 31/2” slot $18.00 part# D1BUVP3

2” x 2” Angle Bumper

12ft $30.90 part# LBUAN12
14ft $36.00 part# LBUAN14

Dock Cleat Seat
Rugged, folding tie-down . Bolts to any flat
surface. Overall dimensions are 9.93” x 6.5”
with a 6” cleat.

Black $21.00 part# D1CS
White $21.00 part# D1CSW

Fold and Go Bumper
Fits over round or square
posts up to 4”.

$52.00 part# D1BUFO

Plastic Frame Bumper
Durable plastic.
Mounts to most docks.

$43.00                 part# D1BUFR



Items Below and to Right
Available in Minnesota,
Wisconsin & Iowa Only.
Delivered by Spee-Dee.
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Swivel Wheel
Heavy duty galvanized steel swivel wheel for shore-end of dock.
Used to maneuver dock around objects.

4’ wide swivel wheel $145.55 part# D1HSW

Fixed Shore End Helper Wheel
Attaches to shore end of dock to help with dock installation or
removal without lifting or carrying over rocks or other rough terrain.

4’ wide aluminum $159.95 part# D1HSA
6’ wide aluminum $171.00 part# D6HSA

Adjustable Shore End Helper Wheel
Attaches to shore end of dock to help with dock installation or
removal without lifting or carrying over rocks or other rough terrain.

4’ wide aluminum with 3’ tall pipe $237.00 part# D1HSAA3
6’ wide aluminum with 3’ tall pipe $257.00 part# D6HSAA3

4’ wide aluminum with 5’ tall pipe $243.80 part# D1HSAA5
6’ wide aluminum with 5’ tall pipe $264.05 part# D6HSAA5

4’ wide aluminum with 8’ tall pipe $255.85 part# D1HSAA8
6’ wide aluminum with 8’ tall pipe $276.10 part# D6HSAA8

Helper Wheel for “L”
Attaches to dock ends to assist in removing or installing “L” or “T”
dock sections.

4’ wide aluminum with 5’ upright $116.15 part# D1HLA
4’ wide aluminum with 8’ upright $127.20 part# D1HLA8
6’ wide aluminum with 5’ upright $141.20 part# D6HLA
6’ wide aluminum with 8’ upright $152.25 part# D6HLA8

Dock Hitch
Heavy duty aluminum hitch for easier dock removal or installation.
Attach to a SUV, lawn mower or ATV.

4’ wide $58.95 part# D1HITCH
6’ wide $69.50 part# D6HITCH

Float Tanks
Use to construct a floating dock or raft. Also useful
for adding sections to an existing dock. 25 different
sizes are available. Ask your dealer about sizes other
than those listed.

24”W x 48”L x 12”H $105.00 part# D1FP450
24”W x 48”L x 20”H $138.00 part# D1FP750*

One piece molded rotational drum: Foam filled, molded in
mounting slots, Heavy duty mounting flanges, air relief vent, 8
year limited warranty. (non prorated) *Shipped via Speedy
Delivery to Minnesota, Wisconsin and Iowa locations only

Float Tank Brackets
For connecting float tanks. Includes hardware. Prices
listed are per pair.

4’ Aluminum $63.45 part# D1FBA42
6’ Aluminum $100.20 part# D1FBA62
4’ Steel $63.45 part# D1FBS42
6’ Steel $100.20 part# D1FBS62

Roll-A-Rail Garage Tip-Up
Tip-up rail sections allow an overhead
door to close through rails.

$303.35 (pair) part# LRTUP

Rail Cable Guide

$23.90 part# LRACG



Heavy Duty All-Aluminum Ladder
With extruded, non-slip steps.

4 steps $148.10 part# D1LADA4
6 steps $163.50 part# D1LADA6
Mounting hardware for ladder $  4.15 part# D1LADM

Aluminum Ladder Hinges
Includes Hardware. (Drilling Required In Ladder). For aluminum ladders only.

Hinges per pair $27.55 part# D1LADH

Hewitt offers stock aluminum rods, angle

iron, square tubing, and hollow rounds for

all types of building projects. Please

call for specific sizes and prices.

Polyethylene Locking Storage Boxes
With molded handle, and double walled lid.Water and dust resistant.
16.5 gallon model includes a key operated lock.

Dimensions Capacity Price Part#

32” L x 131/8” H x 151/8”W 2.5 cu ft. (16.5 gal.) $95.00 C288000

35” L x 183/4” H x 20”W 5.8 cu ft. (43.3 gal.) $110.00 C310000

44” L x 183/4” H x 20”W 8.0 cu ft. (59.6 gal.) $150.00 C320000

53” L x 183/4” H x 20”W 10.1 cu ft. (75.8 gal.) $175.00 C321000

Aluminum Dock Stairs
Easy access for areas with a rise from the shore to the deck of the dock.
No assembly required. Includes hardware. 36” top step.

3 step dock stairs $301.20 part#D1STEP
3 step dock stairs $452.50 part#D1STEPWR
with railing along 1 side

Narrow Pontoon Cat Walk
Allows easy access to front of boat while on lift.

$220.65  part# LNPW

Adjustable Dock to Step Bracket
Used to mount Hewitt adjustable steps to side or end of Roll-A-Dock.

$155.55 part# D1STEPDMB

8

Shown mounted with ladder
hinges and flipped upward.



Heavy-Duty
Centering Guides
Our heavy-duty
centering guides feature
shock absorbing springs
at the base, and durable
plastic bumpers that
won’t mar your boat’s
finish. Fits tube up to
33/4” w x 8” h.
(Not shippable.
See your dealer)

(per pair)    $415.85
part# LCGBHD

PWC Lifts - UPS Shippable!
For Personal Watercraft or small boats. Includes:
30” Aluminum wheel, Spinner knob, Two 18” adjustable legs,
Adjustable carpeted bunks, Braking winch, Caps on open ends.

Lift Weight Bed Overall Winch Arm Lifting Part Price
Capacity Width Width x Height Height Height Number

883 lbs 160 lbs 77” 84” x 741/2” 68” 39” L0A088 $944.15

900 lbs 128 lbs 67” 74” x 741/2” 68” 39” L0A09 $857.25

1150 lbs 135 lbs 67” 74” x 741/2” 68” 39” L0A11-PW $892.20

1790 lbs 262lbs Two 67” Two 74” x 741/2” 68” 39” L0A17-DW $1,653.00

LIFT Parts &
Accessories

Pages 9-14

Visit or call your local dealer to purchase any of the pieces shown in
this catalog. Your dealer can even ship your order via UPS directly

to your home, business or cabin!

Photos shown for illustrative purposes only. Some
items may not be available.
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883 lb, 900 lb, and 1150 lb 1790 lb



Centering Guide Bumpers
Operating a lift in poor weather conditions can be a
disaster. Let our centering guides gently cradle your boat
into the lift – large 11/4“ aluminum pipe in center for more
strength, mounted on flexible rubber bushings.

Standard fits up to 3” wide by 3” tall beds
$86.55 (per pair) part# LCGB

HL fits up to 3” wide by 5” tall beds
$86.55 (per pair) part# LCGBHL

Hydraulic 4100 fits up to 33/4” wide by 4” tall beds
$136.65 (per pair) part# LCGBHY

Foam Protectors
Protect your centering guides
from sun, birds, ultraviolet rays.
Pay for themselves many times
over. Fit most guides. Available in
eight colors: Grey, Beige, Blue,
White, Green, Yellow, Orange, Teal.

(per pair)     $24.95     part# LFP
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Pontoon Rack Kit
Convert your regular lift into a pontoon lift with these heavy-duty aluminum brackets and hardware (wood not
included). Rack lifts under the boat’s deck, adding life to the boat’s tanks. Also useful as a landing guide to center
your boat over the lift.

Standard Rack Kit: 1800 Wide, 2400-4800 Cantilever $260.20 part# LNPRK1
Medium Rack Kit: 1800 Rail, 1600-4600 Hi-Lifter, 3200 - 4500 Hefty $260.20 part# LNPRKM1
Large Rack Kit: 5600HL, 6600HL, 6000-12000 Hefty $260.20 part# LNPRKL1

Narrow Pontoon Front Stops
Stop pontoon from overrunning lift.

Per pair $60.75 part# LNPFS

Stabilizer Bars
Get more stability our of your narrow pontoon lift with these stabilizer bars. All aluminum with hardware.

NP Stabilizer Bars (pair) $143.00 part# LNPSB

NP Guide Roller
Aids in guiding boat into lift.

One pair $50.75 part# LNPGR

Offset Winch Arm Extension 
Use to bring winch closer to dock, for
easier operation. Shaded areas in
drawing indicate included hardware.

For 2000 & 2000NP
$215.10 part#NANP1606

For 3000NP
$215.10 part#NANP3006

Motor Stop
Protect your motor from over
running the lift.

Small $56.15 part# LMS
Large Adjustable $84.80 part# LMSL

Cylinder Sleeves
Dress-up vinyl sleeve for cylin-
ders on hydraulic cantilever lifts.
Available in eight colors: Grey,
beige, blue, white, green, yellow,
orange and teal.

( per pair)   $34.65   part# LHYCS

36” Plastic Centering Guides
Our heavy-duty centering guides feature
shock absorbing rubber bushings at the
base, and durable plastic bumpers.

Standard fits up to 3” wide by 3” tall beds
$121.10 (per pair)  part# LCGBP

HL fits up to 3” wide by 5” tall beds
$115.35 (per pair)  part# LCGBPHL

Hydraulic 4100 fits up to 33/4” wide by 4” tall beds
$165.95 (per pair)  part# LCGBPHY



Hand Winch

B1100 $33.85 part# DWINCH
Crank handle $9.31 part# W304016

Braking Winches: replacement or upgrade

These braking winches have a completely enclosed gear box
with a large cable spool. Crank one way to go up, crank the other
way to go down. Stop in any position without flipping a lever.

B-1200 $103.15 part# LWB12
B-1500 $126.00 part# LWB15
B-2500 $210.60 part# LWB25
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Solar 12V Battery Charger
This 15 watt solar panel offers outstanding 
performance even in cloudy conditions.
Rugged enough for year-round installation.
Dimensions: 36” x 12” x 1”. Add a voltage 
controller to prevent overcharging, and a 
stand for convenient aiming.

Solar Panel Kit $367.00 part# LSPP
(Includes Solar Panel, Voltage Controller, Stand)

Solar Panel $218.40 part# LSP
Voltage Controller $67.60 part# LSPC (Recommended)

Solar Panel Stand $98.80 part# LSPS
(Mounts to 3” square or 1-1/4” round pipe)

Heavy Duty Electric Hoists
1 H.P Motor – 1/4 steel backing plate – 12” cast precision
machined gear.

2000 lbs $514.80 part# LWHP2 (w/ cable drum)

4000 lbs $754.00 part# LWHP4 (w/ cable drum)

4000 lbs $990.00 part# LWHP4B (w/ box drum)

6500 lbs $998.40 part# LWHP6 (w/ cable drum)

6500 lbs $1248.00 part# LWHP6B (w/ box drum)

Hewitt Direct Chain Drive
For Hewitt 1501-2001 winches. Mounting hardware for
other makes of lifts available. 110 volt model includes a
ground fault interrupter.

12 volt $925.00 part# LWHD12
110 volt $675.00 part# LWHD110

Power Wheel Drive Unit
Fits all boat lifts with winch wheels. Simple installation and
operation. All aluminum brackets for low maintenance. 110
volt models include a ground fault interrupter.

With Hewitt mounting hardware
12 volt $925.00 part# LWPW12H
110 volt $675.00 part# LWPW110H

With Universal mounting hardware
12 volt $925.00 part# LWPW12U
110 volt $675.00 part# LWPW110U

Winch Remote Control Unit
Three switches, on/off, up/down, auto-stop on/off.
Wireless remote.

For heavy duty electric motors.
$1037.90 part# LWHPRC

For Hewitt direct chain drive on 1501 and 2001 winches.
$1037.90 part# LWHDRC

Replacement Key Fob
For hydraulic lifts.

$77.75 part# LWHYK

Lighting Kit
For hydraulic lifts. Includes: 2 low-
voltage, submersible lights with
20 watt halogen bulbs (3,000
hour average life), 20 foot cord
and four colored lenses (yellow,
red, blue and green). 110 volt
model also includes transformer.

110 volt $335.00 part# LTK110
12 volt $195.00 part# LTK12 



Hewitt Chain Driven Winch
This chain driven, gear reduced, self-braking winch has an all alu-
minum casing that lets you raise and lower your boat with ease.

1501: 15 to 1 ratio $334.50 part# LWHW15
2001: 20 to 1 ratio $334.50 part# LWHW20

Crank Handle & Large Wheels
For less fatiguing manual winch operation.
For DL-B1200-B2500- and 1501 - 2001 winches

Crank handle $18.65 part# LWWCH
30” Aluminum wheel $105.90 part# LWWS
40” Aluminum wheel $105.90 part# LWWL
Spinner knob with hardware $9.20 part# LKNOB

Lift Jack
Use to raise one end of a lift to easily adjust leveling legs.

Lift jack (with non-braking winch) $175.45 part# LWJ
Lift jack (with braking winch) $241.90 part# LWJB

Transportation Bar
Use a boat to move lift to a new location.

Transportation Bar $430.25 part# LWTRAN

LAKE OR RIVER BOTTOM

WATER
LINE

Winch Top Cover
Protect your winch from the elements with a winch
cover. All aluminum.

Hewitt Winch Top Cover $16.20 part# LWHWC

Winch Gear Cover
For Hewitt 1501-2001 winches.

$33.00     part# LWHWGC 
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Corner Assist Wheel Kit
Makes lift installation and removal much easier: they’re
quick to set-up, light weight, easy to use, and may be
used on several lift sizes without permanent attachment.

1200-1800 Cantilever $172.30 part# LWCS
2400-4800 Cantilever $172.30 part# LWCL
3200-10000 Hefty Arms $172.30 part# LWCL
1100-6600 Hi-Lifters $172.30 part# LWCH
4100-10,100 Hydraulic $187.20 part# LWCHY

Lift Wheel Kit
Mounts on center of lift. Works great for maneuvering around
objects or over sea walls

For cantilever lifts $172.30 part# LWK
For narrow pontoon lifts $172.30 part# LWKNP

Retractable Wheel Kit 
Why break your back carrying your lift in and out of the
water every season? These wheels stay permanently
attached to your lift. To operate simply attach the chains
to the lift bed, and crank the lift up.

Standard size wheel kit $407.10 part# LWR
(for 1200-2400)

Standard size wheel Hi-Lifter kit $407.10 part# LWRH
(for 1100-2600 HL)

Large size wheel kit $546.10 part# LWRL
(for 2400W-4800 & 3200-12000 Hefty Arm)

Large size wheel Hi-Lifter kit $546.10 part# LWRHL
(for 3800 - 6600 HL)

Plastic Tire
Aids in lift movement. Affordable and easy to attach. 27”
tall.

Plastic tire    $57.75  part# DWHEEL



High-Wind Anchoring Kit
Used to anchor lift to lake bed. For
use in areas with high-wind or
strong wave action.

$151.40 (pair) part# LLTD

Leveling Leg Extensions

2” x 2”
$93.60 (pair)    part# LL2E

3” x 3”
$124.80 (pair)  part# LL3E
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Leveling Legs
A variety of lengths of leveling legs are available to assure level
lift installation in deep water or on an uneven lake or river bed.

18” long 11/2” x 11/2” sq. $22.35 part# LL182
36” long 11/2” x 11/2” sq. $74.35 part# LL132
60” long 11/2” x 11/2” sq. $109.20 part# LL152

36” long 2” x 2” sq. $130.80 part# LL232
72” long 2” x 2” sq. $169.85 part# LL262
96” long 2” x 2” sq. $195.05 part# LL282

36” long 3” x 3” sq. $154.00 part# LL332
72” long 3” x 3” sq. $207.90 part# LL362
96” long 3” x 3” sq. $242.95 part# LL382

30” long 25/8” x 25/8” sq. $119.80 part# LLH32
72” long 25/8” x 25/8” sq. $185.40 part# LLH62
96” long 25/8” x 25/8” sq. $221.85 part# LLH82

Leveling Leg Bracing
Used to stabilize long leveling legs. Price includes parts for two
legs.

2” x 2” for 1800 Cantilever $184.80 part# LL2BR
2” x 3” for 2400 Cantilever $184.80 part# LL2BR24
3” x 3” for 3000-4800 Cantilever $184.80 part# LL3BR
3” x 3” for 3200-10000 Hefty $184.80 part# LL3BR
25/8” x 3” for 2600-6600 HiLifter $184.80 part# LLHBR
4100, 6100, 8100 Hydraulic $206.85 part# LLHYBR

Leg Pins and Set Screw For Leveling Legs
For quick and easy height adjustments to leveling legs.

1/2” x 11/2” set screw $.75 part# LLSS
21/2” leg pin with clip $2.10 part# LLP2/2
31/2” leg in with clip $2.30 part# LLP3/2
4” leg pin with clip $2.35 part# LLP4
41/2” leg pin with clip $2.35 part# LLP4/2

PWC Winch Arm Extension
Allows easier access to the winch on a low PWC lift.

Length For Model Price Part#
2 feet 700 & 800 PWC $18.90 NAMWEXT
3 feet 700 & 800 PWC $28.35 NAMWEXT3
2 feet 1050 Steel PWC $17.20 NS1050WE

Large Aluminum Pad
Gives leveling legs greater support in soft or sandy lake
bottoms. 17” x 24” drilling required.

(each) $49.75 part# LLPAD

Tension Cords
Tired of tying canvas to your canopy frame and cutting
knots when you remove the canvas? Then tension cords
are the answer! Quick and easy.

Set of 40 $70.00 part# LDR 

Winch Arm Extension
Allows easier winch access.

Length For Model Price Part#
14” (3”x3” 3000 - 4200 $53.00 NAMWEXT14
18” (25/8”x25/8”) 3800 HL - 4600 HL $71.75 NAMWEXT18

Storage net
Attatches to underside of canopy frame.

Small (for 100” canopies) $139.95 part# LDCS1096
Meduim (for 110” and 120”) $139.95 part# LDCS1108
Large (for 138” canopies) $139.95 part# LDCS1138



Pulleys & Bushings
Replacement pulleys and bushings for Hewitt Lifts

3” Double Pulley $50.30 part# L1P3D
3” Single Pulley $34.55 part# L1P3S
2” Single Pulley $16.55 part# L1P2S
2”Teardrop Pulley $16.55 part# L1P2T

Small Bushing for 2” sheave $4.10 part# L1BS
Large Bushing for 3” sheave $5.10 part# L1BL
Double Wall for 3” sheave $5.95 part# L1BDW
7/8” x 1” Bushing $5.95 part# L1BH1
7/8” x 119/32” Bushing $17.85 part# L1BH11932
7/8” x 13/4” Bushing $17.85 part# L1BH134
5/8” x 13/4” Bushing $12.45 part# L1BH134-5
11/4” x 1” Bushing $15.70 part# L1BH1-1
11/4” x 33/16” Bushing $17.85 part# L1BH3316

Sheaves
Replacement plastic and metal pulley sheaves for Hewitt Lifts.

2” for 2400# and lower $4.90 part# L1PS2
3” for 3000# and higher $8.90 part# L1PS3
21/2” for 1600# HL and higher $8.90 part# L1PS2/2
2” x 15/8” single for HL $17.30 part# L1SH2S
2” x 15/8” double for HL $17.30 part# L1SH2D
21/2” x 7/8” single for HL $8.65 part# L1SH212S
3” x 7/8” single for HL $14.05 part# L1SH3S-7
3” x 11/2” single for HL $25.95 part# L1SH3S
3” x 11/2” double for HL $29.20 part# L1SH3D
4” x 19/16” single for HL $48.65 part# L1SH4S
4” x 31/8” double for HL $58.40 part# L1SH4D

Double Pulley Conversion Kit
For 3000 lb lift. Converts lift to 3600 lb capacity.

$205.85 part# L1PCO

Hydraulic Hose Extension Kit
11 foot extension, 2 hoses.

$78.00 part# NAHYHE

Hydraulic Pump Box Stand
Mounts over 3” x 3” square tube.

$135.20 part# L1HYPBS
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Cat Walk
All aluminum brackets with mounting hardware to make
side mounted catwalk for cantilever and hydraulic lifts
with canopy (planks not included).

Pair of cat walk brackets $77.25 part# LCWB

Deluxe Rubber Cradles and Keels
Cradles sold in pairs (2)

2” 1800, Roll-A-Rail, 1600 HL to 4600 HL $59.50 part# LCRD22
3” 1800 wide , 2400-4800 Cantilever $59.50 part# LCRD32
Rubber Keel for 2” and 3” lifts $26.00 part# LCRDKP

Battery Box Stand
Mounts to square or round tube.

$135.20 part# L1HYBBS



To order items on this page only, call:
800-544-2067 ext. 17
To order other items in this catalog, visit or call your local Hewitt dealer. Available in 
various sizes. Not all colors available in all sizes. Enjoy FREE shipping on these items.

1. T-shirts, various colors – Screen-printed: $10  •  Embroidered: $18
2. Polar fleece jacket in red, blue grey or black – $25
3. Fully lined jacket in khaki, navy blue, royal blue, green or black – $45
4. Long or short sleeve denim shirt – $25
5 Microfiber jacket – $30
6. Embroidered sweatshirt in two logo styles, various colors – $34
7. Receiver hitch cover – $32
8. Embroidered baseball cap in colors shown – $10
9. Signed & Numbered “Lakeshore Paradise” print by Les C. Kouba – $30
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